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have, by his genius and patriotism, accomplished the task which
otherwise   threatened   to   prove   almost   impossible.      Balaji
Vishwanath first directed all his attention to the restoration of
public order, and put an end to the lawlessness which the predatory
marauders of the time practised to an extent unknown before,
and which made them the terror of the country.    The Khatao
Brahman freebooter was first defeated by Parashuram Trimbak's
son^Shahu's new Pratinidhi.   Shankraji the old Sachiv who was
in Tarabai's interest happened to die at this time; and the minor
Sachiv's mother who managed his affairs was induced to join the
new forces, which Balaji Vishwanath  was   organizing   for   the
defence of the country.   The Thorat freebooter was attacked by
Balaji Vishwanath himself, but unfortunately for him, Balaji was
captured through treachery and had to be ransomed by his master.
The forces of Sachiv were sent against Thorat, but were defeated.
Ultimately, however, Balaji succeeded in defeating the outlaw, and
his fort was razed  to  the  ground.   The Chavan leader  was
temporized with by certain concessions. Negotiations were opened
with Kanhoji Angre by the old Peshwa Bahiropant; but they
ended in failure, and Balaji was deputed to bring these negotiations
to a successful close.   By appealing to his patriotism, Angre was
prevailed upon to give up Tarabai's cause.   Just about this time,
the Raja of Kolhapur also died, and a minor Raja, the son of
Rajaram's younger wife, was installed in his place.   This change
was not brought about without a revolution in which Tarabai was
displaced from power and kept in prison by Ramchandrapant, the
old Pant Amatya* In all these several ways Shahu found that the
advice of his ministers had greatly improved the desperate condition
of his affairs since Balaji Vishwanath and  his   coadjutors   had
joined his service.
After the minor troubles had been thus disposed of, Balaji
turned his attention to establish better relations between his master
Shahu and the great Maratha chiefs. They were too powerful
to be brought under control by war or stratagem. Proposals
accordingly were made to them in which they were appealed to
on the higher side of their nature. Their common interests were
shown to be the interests of the entire confederacy. If they stood
together they were great and powerful, but if they insisted on
standing apart from their fellows, the danger of isolation was
pointed out to them, and it was creditable to the patriotism of
these leaders that such an appeal produced its desired effect. The
Cfaandrasen Jadhavrao and the Nimbalkar had indeed cut
themselves off from the confederacy by joining with the Moghuls,
but Khanderao Dabhade, Udajirao Power, Parsoji Bhonsle, and

